President’s Message

In a statement released to students last at the Illinois Institute of Technology, President J. T. Tschirhart declared that student government is not necessary for government in the establishment, revision, and implementation of the student regulations which are necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute. The student government is an integral part of the student regulations and is not the same as the student government which exists in the establishment, revision, and implementation of the student regulations which are necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute.

The student government is not necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute. However, the student government is an integral part of the student regulations and is necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute. The student government is an integral part of the student regulations and is not the same as the student government which exists in the establishment, revision, and implementation of the student regulations which are necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute.

Accordingly, I would appreciate your submitting to me the suggestions of the student government, including those which would, if adopted, change the establishment, revision, and implementation of the student regulations which are necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute.

I have also given considerable thought to the importance of the student government and have determined that it is an integral part of the student regulations and is not necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute. The student government is an integral part of the student regulations and is not the same as the student government which exists in the establishment, revision, and implementation of the student regulations which are necessary for the proper functioning of the Institute.

Gralow appointed editor; announces semester staff

Tech News boasts of some prominent and capable staff editors this semester. Reading is the chief editor and he is the man responsible for re-orienting the efforts of everyone connected with the newspaper. This is no easy job, as anyone will readily tell you. Dick is a senior psychology major.

Industry Sponsors Evening Students

Eating class facilities at IIT, Illinois Institute of Technology, are being utilized by industry to an increasing extent.

Architects and designers to move into new bldg. soon

Technology Center is now united in a compact unit. In a few weeks the Institute of Design will be moved into the newly completed Architecture Design Building. Daily in the scheduled completion of the new building was the result of tire last, with the building in the works, by the extreme speed of the building’s turn-around. The estimate of disaster for $50,000 damage and an all of about five to six weeks in construction time. Part of the first floor has been completed, at the time the was determined.

Through an interview, Mr. Dobin emphasized that the University is not the source of the major part of the student's income. The University is an educational institution and is not the source of the major part of the student's income. The University is an educational institution and is not the source of the major part of the student's income. The University is an educational institution and is not the source of the major part of the student's income. The University is an educational institution and is not the source of the major part of the student's income.
Peron is example to U. S.

The passing of Argentina’s strong man, Juan Domingo Peron, has once again excited interest in totalitarianism and on the methods and means by which such a form of government is kept in power.

Diktatorships are not confined to the Peron’s popularity in several nations of the western world including Spain, Portugal, and (at times) Cuba and Brazil. Between the United States and Latin America, however, we have several times in recent years witnessed the rise of dictators like Peron (and, on a smaller scale, Ed Crump of Memphis and Frank Hague of Jersey City) gathering the reins of power on the hands of one man is by no means an unknown phenomenon even in this so-called democratic nation.

General Peron is, however, of great interest to the United States and in particular to the future engineers and leaders of our industrial society in that he is the only important dictator of moderates whose principal support came from the Trade Unions (we are, of course, excluding the Communist countries) whose governments, ostensibly supported by labor, are actually military organizations.

The General Confederation of Labor (CGT), with its estimated six million members and has, since 1936, won the backing of a nation of over nineteen million people. Peron, who started as an observer with BolivianILA in the Argentinian labor movement, then went to Argentina, where he served as the CGT when it was the GCT who supported him in his times of need. He was able to hold the labor movement together in the face of the political crisis of 1935 when the General Confederation of Labor was under attack. In 1936, he formed the CGT, which later became the CGT, the labor movement that eventually won back the CGT’s support. Peron was eventually able to gain control of the CGT, but he was still unable to hold the CGT in his times of need because of the political crisis of 1935.

In 1938, Peron became the CGT leader when he led the CGT in the formation of the Popular Front in Argentina. In 1939, Peron was able to hold the CGT together through the political crisis of 1935 when he was under attack by the General Confederation of Labor. Peron was eventually able to gain control of the CGT, but he was still unable to hold the CGT in his times of need because of the political crisis of 1935.

Peron is a man of great interest to the United States and in particular to the future engineers and leaders of our industrial society because he is the only important dictator of moderates whose principal support came from the Trade Unions, and not from the Communist countries, whose governments, ostensibly supported by labor, are actually military organizations.

Powerama boon to Chicago

Although adding an extremely colorful touch to Chicago’s lake shore, the Powerama has been much more than just a show. It was announced to be primary economic stimulus to the city in the way in which it tended to publicize and dramatize the value of the power industry.

Another highlight was the world’s first technological circus, “More Power to You!” This highlight was not just a truck show, but a live elephant comedy act, and a “Crawley” show, both held perhaps the greatest interest. Among the exhibits which it promoted were the “Inland” steamboat, the giant serving cart, and a cooking and mixing center accessible with the kitchen proper of adjoining看不出的句子。

But what really made Powerama such an outstanding success was its sound of bell, with which the exhibitors had to keep the public informed about the show. It was demonstrated that this combination of visual and auditory stimulus was virtually irresistible.

Because productions such as Powerama are of special interest to students of the Technology News, I am sure that the technical details of the future can be found on the following pages.
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Tech growing fast

Another school year is upon us. Does this simply mean that we move up one semester, and look forward to having a few more facts imbedded in our skulls? Or can it mean a little more?

Anyone who mentions “school spirit” around IT is in for a hard time unless perhaps someone has a “spirit” problem—Oh, he’s OK. He’ll get over It. There isn’t any need to get over It. Let’s look at the facts.

We at Tech do not appreciate what we have, but we want more. During the past year or two there has been a growing sentiment among the students that we should have a football team, and should enter into competition with other Chicago area schools. Why do we support basketball, track, swimming teams? How many of us have seen a game or pick up a match? Are we the band and glee club concerts well attended? We have a lot to be proud of, and don’t seem to realize it. Illinois Tech as such has existed only since 1914. In fifteen short years it has grown into a highly recognized institution, extremely competent in the training of engineers. As one of the “Who’s Who” will hear this:

Great strides have also been made in an material way. The new I-D architecture building is but the latest in a series of structures which began in 1950 with the chemical building.

as I see It

by Dick Grawal

I’d like to take this opportunity in our first issue to welcome back the alumnus, and say hello to the freshmen. It was a great surprise to see such a large group of first year men entering at Tech this fall. Considering the fact that freshmen are the lifetime of a college, I’m looking forward to Tech coming to life.

Graslav
Fraternity rush program proves very successful

Orientation week, an unusual, was highlighted by the fraternity rushing program. Wednesday night opened rushing with formal dinners and house tours for rushes.

Rushing was highlighted by such major events as a dance on the Friday night all-school dance at the fraternity house. The event was attended by the entire student body including faculty members. A dance at Tech and dancing at Theta Xi.

Continuing on through the weekend, open house for parents to meet students and their hosts. The Wednesday rush program included the following activities:

- Alpha Sigma Phi, Delta Chi, Sigma Xi, Delta Tau Delta, Phi Kappa Sigma, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, and Phi Alpha.

Rushing at Tech seems to be a new trend in the fraternity world. Several fraternities have expressed interest in hosting similar events in the future.

Purpose and uses now printed on new ITSA identification card

The ITSA Board of Control, in an attempt to better acquaint the student body with the functions of the student government, has provided that the various uses of the ITSA Student Identification Card be printed on the back of the card. Those that have already read this Information clearly say that the card is worth money to the owner. The card is a free pass to the IIT athletic events, a discount card at some Chicago theaters to be announced in Technology News throughout the semester, and is the receipt for the 1965 student registration.

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
LADIES AND CHILDREN WELCOME
COMMUNS BUILDING
Haircuts $1.50 (by appointment)
Free Trims is Preferred
Shoe Shine
HOURS:
8:00-6:00 Monday thru Friday
9:00-2:00 Saturday
Three Barbers Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.
Ernest Pirofalo, Mgr.

USE TEXT BOOKS
EVERY BOOK FOR EVERY COURSE

SAVE 30% to 50% or More

6,000 books in stock. 8 ecncs - 20 clerks to give you prompt service. Every book in line used condition. New books at a discount.

PHONE C.O.D. ORDERS MAILED THE SAME DAY — CALL HA 7-2614-5

Many departments in reference books, outlines, and supplies. We have a large stock of all books needed in the correct editions as specified by your faculty.

CASH FOR BOOKS MORE IN TRADE

FREE PARKING · BOOKCOVERS · CLASS CARDS · DISCOUNT CARDS · BLOTTERS

Open eves. till 9 P.M. Sat. till 4:45 P.M. — Free Parking

WILCOX & FOLLETT CO.
1255 South WABASH Ave. at 13th Street Phone HA 7-2840
Full year dancing course to begin Sunday evening

An improved program for the 1962-63 dance season will begin Sunday, September 23, in the Commotion lounge, 7 to 9 p.m. The course is open to all Techno-

The course, however, is limited to 30 participants. The fee for the course is $2.00. A limited number of places are available for the first class, which will be held Sunday, September 23, in the Commotion lounge, 7 to 9 p.m. The course is open to all Techno-

economy. The fee for the course is $2.00. A limited number of places are available for the first class, which will be held Sunday, September 23, in the

4 Illinois Tech staff members capture positions in ASEE

Following the annual meeting last June of the American Society for Engineering, it was announced that the results of their elections show four Illinois Tech staff members in key positions.

Those elected were Ralph G. Owens, Dean of Engineering, as chairman of the ASEE Academic Education Division; Stanley E. Warner, Dean of Engineering, as secretary of the ASEE Academic Education Division; William E. Stambaugh, associate professor of mathematics and chairman of the mathematics department at the University of Illinois, as chairman of the ASEE Mathematics Division; and Vern L. Mill, professor of mechanical engineering, as vice chairman of the ASEE Engineering Division.

Help Wanted

Undergraduate Chauffeurs

Wine & Co.

They will provide transportation, Sunday, Sept. 27. You are needed to furnish 2-way transportation for student nurses from various hospitals who will attend the conference. Sign up at TECH NEWS Office.

See Your Chevrolet Dealer
Tech seamen return after fabulous Atlantic cruise

Wandering sailors of Tech have returned with many varied and fabulous tales of their journeys.

Third and first class midshipmen embarked July 10 for a seven week, five day, nine hour, and thirty-five minute tour of the Atlantic. For 16 days, the boys on board the USS

with a Russian naval captain about the wrecks and dances with beautiful Sweden? Yes, Stockholm was quite a place, but again the five days passed by, and we headed for Stockholm and got a glimpse of the busy white cliffs of Dover.

We were sixteen days out to the practicing turning circles in the Atlantic where Cuba opened for us, and with it inexpensive wine and a bountiful climate. Days of gun-firing and maneuvering during the day and drinking and amusement at night were enjoyable spent before we headed home.

Alpha Phi Omega, National Service Fraternity, will set a new chapter record for Book Exchange sales this semester. It is expected that when the Exchange closes down operation next Friday to prepare for the pay-off period, sales will have passed the record $300 of last semester.

"We will set this new record despite the fact that the B. E. 101, Math 101, and Physics 211 books—our best sellers—have been removed with different editions and authors this semester. I believe that this favorable sales report is due in large part to the recognition

I I T STUDENTS and STAFF

- GASOLINE—2c OFF PER GAL.
- PARTS AND ACCESSORIES DISCOUNTED
- SAVE TIME—HAVE CAR SERVICED WHILE AT CLASS OR WORK

MICHIGAN AVENUE AUTO REBUILDERS, Inc.
32nd and Michigan

CASII
FOR USED TEXT BOOKS

Highest Cash Prices Paid
For Your Old High School
And College Text Books

FAULNERS
65 E. LAKE ST.
Between Mich. & Wabash
AN 3-7337
Intramural slate explained to encourage new students

by Don Kud prosecution

With the large incoming freshman class there must be a number of them interested in athletics. Although this school is a fine institution of learning, it lags behind in sports.

The purpose of this article will be to attempt to acquaint these new students with the Intramural sports department, which does have a very good program.

The football teams consist of either departmental or self-organized teams. Official intramural touch rules are in effect, with the exception—players are required to wear high pads.

The softball teams are organized in the same manner as the football teams. They are composed of ten men, playing regulation 16-inch ball.

Also included in the program is basketball, which is played under standard rules with the exception of shorter periods of play. Intramural competition and free-throwing contests are also included in the curriculum.

Teams are usually formed thru departments, or by individuals forming their own squad. Departmental awards are given for winners of tournaments, and perpetual trophies are awarded to winners of individual events. Players are eligible for all competition even if playing on an inter-departmental team, but not if participating in the same sport on a varsity level.

One of the big highlights of the Tech IM sports world is the annual Slide-Rollers. This is the game to decide a school touch football championship team, and is waged between the winner of the IM and IF tournaments.

Last season a powerful IF team brought the championship back to the row, as they whipped APGOTC in a classic game.

There is a meeting scheduled today for all those interested in the IM program. Winter and spring plans for the next school year will commence at 11:00 a.m.

Here is a copy of the touch football rules on the bulletin board of the gym. These rules are to be discussed in the meeting, and suggestions will be appreciated.

APGOTC is a strong contender in the IM leagues last year, as they won the football basketball, and soccer championships. The IF and UTC departments have also fielded good teams in the past few years.

IM games are usually played during the "free" hours on Mon. and Fri. Although some games are played on the original IM, and Armored Square.

The new athletic field being built on the north-west corner of campus should soon be open to play.

Varsity
Baseball
Tryouts
and Practice
Mon. - Tues.
26th - 27th
Ogdens - Bog

The big news breezes in...

Two new campus style styles arrive, via Arrow. This button-down shirt, with full collar, marks a great advance—new full-length back panels for never-before-covered. As a fitting companion, Arrow offers a new chino short with lettered legs, pleats front and adjustable back flap. Chest sizes to 50, tan and gray. $5.95, Oxford blue. $5.00 in stripes and solid colors.

Sense — first in fashion
Pigskin Prophets offers I-Ball bids

The fall semester brings Pigskin Prophet back after a very enjoyable summer spent facing football. It's no secret that I'm hot to boot last year's record of thirteen per cent correct predictions. If you are inclined to picking football games join the big Mr Pigskin Prophet contest and win a prize in an I-Ball sweep or cigarettes.

Last week the battles went much as expected, except for Georgia Tech's upset of Miami. Independent Miami was a precocious choice to beat all in the Southeast.

Though too early to be in the contest, the game of the 21st, Kent State victory. The Engineers of Tech, although out of the running playing Florida, another last game in the hot country will find Mississippi facing Kentucky. This one will be close but I'll take Ole Miss. Before the season starts in the Big Ten it looks like a race between Michigan and Minnesota. Michigan's twenty-six yarder, who almost beat the 1843 champions of Ohio State, should roll over Minnesota's young team. While Minnesota should take Washington who managed only an 8-2 last season.

A great intersection battle pits UCLA against Maryland. Both teams, each in its own conference, will enjoy this game if they hope for an ideal bowl. The Mercantile has the greatest love that's big and fast and a good football season. Artificial turf in Tumberharl, an exceptional player on offense and defense, The United, ranked as the second two team in the nation, will send a team led by eight proven Merrill Davis, halfback guard Hardman and California, who are all hands at making up large scores, should have enough to put a tinkle in Jim Tatum's eye.

The Irish of Notre Dame, mightily aided by the Youth oil, will be lucky to duplicate last year's 8-2 record, without fielded stars Ralph Gugliemo and Bob Keese. Nevertheless, Brey's crew is very long as usual and perhaps a great team around Don Schaefer and Paul Hornung. This week the Irish meet Southern Methodist, a strong contender for the Southwest championship, in South Bend. This contest will be played, a pro-Mike included, and the Territorial will be led by Emmett Grogg, Michigan State-Indiana should be a close one.

I'll go way out on a limb and take Southern Tennessee over Tech WRCB.

Sailing Club future brightens as student interest increases

IT'S Sailing Club starts its '53 fall season with a regatta at the University of Wisconsin. A team of four is scheduled to make the trip to Madison to race on the 8th of October.

Tech lost its yacht club, Colonies Yacht Club, during the summer months, but a new organization called the Tech Sailing Club was formed.

The first meeting of the club was on the 8th of September, 4:00 PM in the Technology News Room.

The club has been formed to provide a means for students to learn the sport of sailing, as well as to promote friendly competition among the university community.

CORSAGES and CUT FLOWERS
QUALITY and SERVICE SINCE 1919
J. F. KIDWELL CO.
3530 S. Michigan Ave.
Victory 2-4515

Got a Lucky Droodle in your noodle?
Send it in and MAKE $25

Hundreds and hundreds of students turned $25 in Lucky Strike's Droodle drive last year—and they'll talk it you it's the easiest money yet.

Droodle is a map to do—just look at the samples here. Droodle anything you want. Droodle as many as you want. If we select your Droodle, we'll pay $25 for the right to use it, with your name, in our advertising. And we always end up paying for plenty we don't use.

Send your Droodle, complete with title, to Lucky Strike, P. O. Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Include your name, address, college and class. Please include, too, the name and address of the dealer in your college town from whom you bought cigarettes most often. While you droodle, light up a Lucky, the cigarette that tastes better because it's made of fine tobacco...and 'It's Toasted' to taste better!
Air Force and Navy receive new Col. and Commander

Tech's AFROTC Unit has a new commanding officer this year in Colonel Zorakas, of the United States Air Force. Just before coming here, he served at the U.S. Staff College in Norfolk, Virginia. His previous duty was at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas, where he was assigned to wing operations.

Colonel Zorakas was graduated from the University of Maine at Orono, with a Bachelor of Science degree in Mathemat-

Techsharks ready for coming season

The Illinois Tech Swimming team has very good prospects for the coming season. The team has lost only two members — Nile Pedo and Tim Peters, due to graduation. This leaves several returning major lettermen, six minor lettermen, and the entire freshman. The lettermen include Captain Jack Breshears, freestyler, and Chuck Wellge, backstroker. Other lettermen include Jesus Oliva, star backstroker and sur-

YOUR BIG RED LETTER DAY

the day you change to

1. SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you the superior filtration of the Millionaire Tip, the cleanest air that ever touched your lips. It's white ... all white ... not yellow!

2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&M's superior taste comes from superior tobacco — especially selected for filter smoking. Tobacco that are richer ... tastier ... and lighter and mild!

Wrestling squad needs new members

UT's wrestling coach, Tony Barath, has not yet arranged a schedule for this fall. It will appear in Tech News as soon as it is announced. Chuck Amselle has been the team captain, but he has not been chosen for the team this year. The new captain is Tony Barath.

Ph. Ca. 5-5825
First Ward Barber Shop
Henry 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. to 1 P.M.
55 East 24th Street
Chicago, Ill.

Frank Zunzer, prop.

Fraternity Row

by Al Kandl

The fraternities get their sports season underway next Monday with the start of the I.F. football season. Most of the house are looking forward to a top season, but only one can come out on top. We should be looking for some knock downs and slug out battles with everyone trying hard for that top spot.

Also shining the spotlight with football will be tennis and golf. Golf will be taken care of on one day with the best four scores from each house put together and the lowest total winnings. Tennis, however, will be decided over a period of several weeks. The semester will end with bowling finishing just in time for basketball to start.

As for predictions as to who will come out on top in football, let me say that anything can happen on a football field. When you are least expecting it, it usually happens. For this reason I am not making any predictions. Good luck, and let the best man win.